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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Hapman Expands Its Line Of Dust Collectors For Point-Of-Use  

Airborne Particle Capture 

 

KALAMAZOO, MICH. – Hapman, a global manufacturer of conveyors and bulk material handling 

equipment with thousands of installations worldwide, announces the expansion of its dust collection line 

for point-of-use or batching applications. Each dust hood model comes with tool-less filter removal, gas 

assisted hinged door, reverse pulse filter cleaning and material capture, and MERV 16 rated filters 

(99.95% minimal efficiency @ .3-1 micron). The Hapman Dust Collection Series can come with an 

integral hopper or can be designed to fit an existing in-plant hopper. All units can be equipped with an 

optional Helix® Flexible Screw Conveyor. The FR series offers front panel access to two cartridge filters. 

Filters are removed by-hand using industrial-grade wing nuts. The SR Series houses a single filter with 

tool-less side panel filter access. Both of these units are standard, non-washdown duty. The FL Series is a 

washdown duty rated unit and the GB is equipped with integral glove box for applications where airborne 

dust is harmful or corrosive for the environment or operators.  

“We have expanded our Dust Collector equipment line to accommodate the requests of industry”, notes 

Steve Grant, Hapman Product Manager. “Customers from food, and chemical, to building materials, and 

minerals processing are more conscious of airborne particles, even at lower PPM concentration. Operator 

safety, insurance and worker’s compensation, EPA regulations, cost reduction requirements, and overall 

environmental and sustainability efforts have all be drivers for the growing interest in capturing airborne 

particles when dry material is manually dumped,” states Grant.  

Hapman offers its dust collection equipment as a stand-alone purchase or as a component within a 

material handing skid or system. Each piece of equipment is engineered to work seamlessly with new and 

existing equipment. Hapman supports its customers with a risk-free Performatee – a 100% operational 

guarantee that the equipment supplied will perform in-plant as designed.  

For more details about the Hapman Dust Collection line, or to learn about the breadth of material 

handling equipment offerings visit www.hapman.com or call 800-427-6260. 
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ABOUT HAPMAN 

For 70 years, Hapman has provided manufacturing plants around the world with the most technologically advanced 

powder and bulk handling equipment and systems, offering custom engineered equipment and systems for chemical, 

food, pharmaceutical, plastics, building, minerals, and other industries. For more information on Hapman, visit 

hapman.com 

 


